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Abstract. A comparisonis undertakenof theoriesfor the gravity wave induced
fluctuationsin the intensity of airglow emissionsand the associatedtemperature of the
sourceregion. The comparisonis made in terms of Krassovsky'sratio ne for a
vertically extendedemissionregion (he is the ratio of the vertically integrated
normalizedintensity perturbationto the vertically integratednormalizedintensityweightedtemperatureperturbation).It is shownthat the formulasfor •e in the works
by Tarasick and Hines (1990) and Schubert et al. (1991) are in agreementfor the case
of an inviscid atmosphere.The calculationof •/e usingthe theory of Tarasick and
Hines (1990) requiresdeterminationof their functionX; we show that X is simply
related to the "single-level" Krassovsky'sratio •/of Schubertet al. (1991). The general
relationshipbetweenX and •/is appliedto a simplechemical-dynamicalmodel of the
02 atmosphericairglowand the altitudedependenceof thesequantitiesis evaluatedfor
nonsteadystate chemistry. Though the Tarasick and Hines (1990) formula for •/e does
not explicitly dependon the scaleheightsof the minor constituentsinvolved in airglow
chemistry,•/e implicitly dependsuponthesescaleheightsthroughits dependences
on
chemicalproductionand loss containedin X. We demonstratethis dependenceof ne
for the OH nightglowon atomic oxygen scaleheightby direct numericalevaluationof
•e; in this casethe dependenceoriginatesin the chemicalproductionof perturbed
ozone.

Introduction

In a series of recent papers, Walterscheid et al. [1987],
Schubert and Walterscheid [1988], Hickey [1988a, b], and
Schubert et al. [1991] have developed an Eulerian theory for
the fluctuations in OH nightglow driven by the passageof
gravity waves through the OH nightglow emission region.
The theory relates the fluctuationsin OH nightglowintensity
and in the temperature of the emissionregion to the characteristicsof the gravity waves and, accordingly,it servesas a
basisfor the quantitative interpretationof spectrophotometric observationsof OH nightglowfluctuations[e.g., Hecht et
al., 1987; Viereck and Deehr, 1989; Swenson et al., 1990].
The theory has gone through several stagesof improvement,
and in its most recent form [Schubert et al., 1991] accounts
for emission from an extended region and for effects of
dissipationdue to eddy viscosity and eddy thermal diffusivity.
Hines and Tarasick [ 1987], Tarasick and Hines [ 1990], and
Tarasick and Shepherd [1992a, b] have developedan independent theory of wave-driven fluctuationsin airglow emissions. Tarasick and Shepherd [1992a, b] incorporate a relatively sophisticated chemical scheme for reacting airglow

species,but they do not include eddy viscosity and eddy
thermal diffusivity shown to be important by Hickey [1988a,
b] and Schubert et al. [1991] for waves with short vertical
wavelengths.
The main purposeof the presentpaper is to compareand
elucidate these theories by applying them to the same
airglow model. The quantity most readily comparable is
Krassovsky'sratio 7œ [Krassovslcy,1972] for a vertically
extended emission region given by
(I')/(I)

where I is intensity, T• is intensity weighted temperature,
primes refer to Eulerian fluctuations,overbars denote the
time-independentbasic state, and angular brackets denote
integrationover the thicknessof the emissionregion [Hines
and Tarasick, 1987; Schubert and Walterscheid, 1988]. Variables denoting Eulerian fluctuations are the heightdependentcomplexamplitudesof quantitiesvarying sinusoidally in time and the horizontal plane.
We first showthat the formulasfor r/œderivedby Tarasick
and Hines [1990] and Schubert et al. [1991] for any airglow
emission are in agreement in the case of an inviscid atmosphere.As a by-productof this we identify how the function

1Nowat Centerfor SpacePhysicsandAeronomic
Research, X of Tarasick and Hines [1990] is related to the "single-
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level" Krassovsky's ratio r/of Schubert et al. [1991]. We
apply the generaltheory to a model of the 02 atmospheric
airglow and evaluate how r/and X vary with altitude when
nonsteadystate chemistryis important. Krassovsky'sratio
3935
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;/E for the emissionfrom a vertically extended region is
(8)
explicitly calculatedfor the 02 atmosphericairglow. Finally,
we discusshow the vertical scale heightsof airglow species
influence •E even though the expressionfor •E given by provided Iw vanishesat the limits of integration.
Tarasick and Hines [1990] does not explicitly depend on
The last step in rewriting the expressionfor (I') involves
minor constituent scale heights. We analyze the scaleheight
introduction of another polarization factor relating dw/dz to
dependence, which may originate in chemical production V ßv [Hines and Tarasick, 1987; Tarasick and Hines, 1990]
and loss. For the OH nightglow this occurs through the
dependenceof •E on the chemicalproductionof perturbed
dw
= (/x + iv)V' v
(9)
ozone from perturbed atomic oxygen. The dependenceis
dz
demonstrated for a model of the OH nightglow.

{I')=i-• -{I(V.v)x)
+\ dz/J

Use of (9) to rewrite (8) results in

Comparison of Theories

1

{I') = -- {I(V' v)(/a + iv - X))

Krassovsky's Ratio

Krassovsky'sratio •/E can be directly calculatedfrom (1)
using, for example, the Eulerian theory of Schubert et al.
[1991]. With the help of (10) and (12) of Schubert and
Walterscheid [1988], (1) can be rewritten in terms of the
wave-induced temperature and intensity fluctuations

(T•)(I')

(2)

Hines and Tarasick [1987] and Tarasick and Hines [1990]

have derived an equationfor •/E usinga modifiedLagrangian
approach [Tarasick and Hines, 1990, Equation (68)]. We can
obtain a formula identical to theirs by proceedingfrom (2) as
follows. Consider the term (I') in the numerator of (2). In
terms of the single-level Krassovsky's ratio •/[Schubert and
Walterscheid, 1988] we can relate I' to the temperature
fluctuation T' by
I'

(10)

The numerator of (2) can be put in a form identical to the
numerator of the Tarasick and Hines [ 1990] equation (68) for

•/E by substitutionof (10) for {I') and by evaluationof the
integrand of the right side of (10) at the displaced position
z - w/ito, where w/ito is the Eulerian estimate of parcel
vertical displacementwhen the parcel velocity is w. Expressions like (10), with the integrands evaluated at z and z w/ito, are equal to first order, and for notational simplicity
we ignore the difference except as noted.
The denominator of (2) can be rewritten in a form identical
to that of the denominator of the Tarasick and Hines [1990]

equation (68) for •/E by proceedingalong the lines of the
above developmentof the expressionfor {I'). Use must be
made of the polarization relations introduced above and
integration by parts. The final result of these algebraic
manipulationsis the following expressionfor •/E:

T'

7 = r/ -•

(3)

The temperature perturbation can in turn be related to the
divergence of the wave velocity field V.v by the polarization factorf l [Schubertet al., 1991]
T'

r

(11)

1

f,

V. v

(4)

Substitutionof (3) and (4) into the expressionfor {I') gives

Equation (11) is valid only for an inviscid atmospheresince
its derivation employsthe inviscid formula for the polarization factor fl (see the appendixfor the forms of the polarization factors).

In the case of an isothermal atmosphere (11) simplifies

<I')=-\.7;

sinceT = (•I) = con and ta and v are also
(5) considerably
constants.The simplifiedform of (11) in this case is

We define the function
-itoh/
X ----

fl

1

f2dlnI

fl

dz

-

(/a,+ iv)

(•/- 1)

(12)

The algebraicformula for •E given by Hines and Tarasick
[1987]

X-la-i•'

!

w=f2-•

•/E= (•/_ 1) (/(V. v))

(6)

where f2 is the wave polarization factor relating wave
vertical velocity w to the temperature perturbation

<I(V. v)x)

(7)

and •o is the angular frequency of the wave. We will show
later that X as defined by (6) is equivalent to the function X
used by Hines and Tarasick [1987] and Tarasick and Hines
[1990]. Substitution of (6) and (7) into (5) together with an
integration by parts gives

•/E= (y- 1)

(13)

follows from (12) if X can be consideredconstantand the
atmosphereis both isothermaland inviscid. We will evaluate
this simplificationin the following sectionwhen we calculate
X(z) for the 02 atmosphericairglow.
Finally, it is simpleto show directly from (1), (3), (4), and
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(A4) that for an isothermal, inviscid reference state atmosphere (12) is equivalent to

v)

r/œ
= {/(V.v))

(14)

Accordingly, in this case r/œ is just a normalized vertical
integration of the single level r/with the contributionsof r/
weighted by I(V. v) in the integration over altitude. The
expressionfor r/œin (12) involves a similar vertical integration of X with the same weighting function.

OF THEORIES

mality on the background atmosphere; the scale height of the
major gas and the gravitational acceleration are similarly set
to constant values. However, the atomic oxygen scale height
varies with altitude. To facilitate comparison with Tarasick
and Shepherd [1992a], we neglect the effects of eddy diffusion of heat and momentum in the gravity wave dynamics.
The gravity wave vertical wavenumber is given in terms of
the wave period and horizontal wavelength by (A3).
The chemical equations may be summarized as follows:

O + O + M-->O2(bl•;)q-M (kl)

(19)

O2(b
1•;) q-N2__>
02 + N2(ks)

(20)

Relation Between X and •1
The above derivation of (11) provides a connection (6)
between the single-level Krassovsky ratio r/[Schubert and
Walterscheid, 1988] and the function X introducedby Hines
and Tarasick [1987] to relate Lagrangian-based perturbations in airglow intensity from an atmosphericparcel to the
compressionor dilatation of the parcel V.v
X --

V.v

(15)

3937

O2(b
1•;)__>
02+ my(A2)

(21)

The reaction rates k l and k5 and the radiative transition
probability A 2 are defined by Hickey et al. [1993] and are
identical to those used by Tarasick and Shepherd [1992a]
(our k5 is equivalent to their k4). From (19)-(21) we can
write expressionsfor the chemical and radiative production
P and lossL rates of the b 1 state and the loss rate of atomic
oxygen L(O)

The symbol/5 denotes a perturbation defined by/5• = •(x,
y, z, t) - ½(z0), where • is any quantity, and z0 = z w/i•o.

Thus

/5 denotes

the difference

between

the undis-

P(b1)= kln2(O)n(M)

(22)

L(b 1)= n(b1){k5n(N2)
+ A2}

(23)

P-(b1)= •-lti2(O)ti(U)

(25)

E(b1)= r7(b1){ksr•(N
2)+ A2}

(26)

turbed, basic-statevalue of ½at z0 and the total value of ½at
z. The quantity w/i•o is the Eulerian estimateof the displaceL(O)= kln2(O)n(M)
(24)
ment of a parcel carried from z0 to z by steadystate motion.
It can be readily demonstratedthat ,y defined by (15) is where n is a number density. In the background reference
equivalent to ,y given by (6) as follows. Eulerian- and state, (22) and (23) give
Lagrangian-basedperturbations in intensity can be related
by

w de
/5•p= •b' +

(16)

i•o dz

equilibrium in the undisturbed reference state, that is, if

Combination of (16) with (3), (4), and (7) gives

-• =
I

+

(V. v)

i•of 1 dz

P-(b1) = E(b 1), then(25)and(26)give
(17)

which, when compared with (15), results in
-i•or/
x -

fl

f2dlnI

fl

(18)

dz

Thus,if theproduction
andlossratesof theb1 statearein

Equation (18) for X is identical to (6). Thus the single-level
Krassovsky ratio r/and the function X are simply related.

r•(b1)=

•'1ri2(O)K(U)
(ksti(N2) + A 2)

Equations (22) and (23) also provide linearized expressionsfor the Eulerian perturbation production and loss rates
of the b 1 state

P'(b 1) k•

2n'(O) n'(M)

P'-(b
1'•--•11
q-/•(O'••q-/•(U)
L'(b 1)•. n'(b1){ksK(N
2)+ A2}+ ksK(b1)n'(N2)

02 AtmosphericAirglow

(27)

(28)
(29)

The perturbation loss rate for atomic oxygen L'(O) is equal

Determination of X and •1

to P' (b 1) from(22)and(24).

To furtherelucidate
therelationship
betweenxand r/, we
apply the general theory of the preceding section to the

wave-driven fluctuations in the O2 atmosphericairglow

The number density perturbations appearing in (28) and
(29) can be determined by the linearized Eulerian continuity
equation

[Tarasick and Shepherd, 1992a; Hickey et al., 1993]. We

calculate ,y by simplifyingthe chemistry in the model to

include
direct
production
oftheO2(b1X•) state
through
the

dr•

i•on' = P' - L' - w

dz

riV. v

(30)

Chapman
mechanism
alone,whilelossof theb1 stateis due

to radiation or quenching only by N2. This is the same
chemistry considered by Tarasick and Shepherd [1992a],
who also considered

additional

chemical

schemes.

To sim-

plify evaluation of the theoretical results, we imposeisother-

Application
of (30)to O, M, N2, andtheb1 stategives
dS(M)

i•on'(M) = -w

dz

a(M)X7. v

(31)
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X(1 + a)(1 +/3) = Xss+ a(1 +/3)

dn(N2)

iron'(N 2) = -w

n(N2)V ßv

dz

(32)

a(bl
)
[1-f3
(•/
-1)
(y-1)
f3ksn(N2).}

+ /3

dn(O)

iron'(O) = -L'(O)-

w

OF THEORIES

n(O)V. v

dz

(33)

ksn(N2) + A2

r/(3,- 1)(1 + a)(1 + •)=

iron'(bl) = p, (bl) _ L' (bl) _ w

dn(bl)
dz

n(b1)V' v

Xss+ a(1 + •)

/3( 3, - 1)f3ksn(N2)

H(M)

ksn(N2)+ A2

•(b 1)

(34)

Equations (22)-(29) and (31)-(34) together with relations
from linear acoustic gravity wave theory (see appendix)
essentiallysufficeto determine r/and X, but we also need to

(42)

ß{1- f3(•/-

1)){1 + a(1 +/•)}

(43)

where

use

iro

I'

n'(b1)

a =

= n(o

(35)

ksn(N2) + A2

2ff(b1)

which follows from (21). The single-level Krassovsky ratio is

/3- iron(O)

thus

n'(bl)/n(bl)

*q=

T'/T

(36)

and X is given by (6). After some algebra we obtain

Xss= 5 - 2,/-

ksn(N2)
ksn(N2) + A2

(44)

(45)

(46)

In the above, Xssis the expressionfor X given by Tarasick
and Shepherd [1992a] (their equation (26)), who limited their
investigation to the case of steady state chemistry. The
function X accounts for nonsteady state chemistry; it is a
complexfunction that varies with heightwhile Xssis purely

r/={iro
+ksn(N2)
+A2}-l{
n(O)ff(b
l)
ßiro(f
3- 2)+/7(0)
2f22f]
n(b1)[iron(O)
+ 2P(b•)]

real.

(37)

+/7(b
l) fl - ksff(N2)f3
f2

<<1

1

X=('Y- 1),/+•lla(bl'---•

- -

(39)

Numericalevaluationof [/3[showsthat
<< a even for
periodsof 10h andlonger.Numericalestimatesof lal show,
however, that the first inequality in (46) can be violated for
periodsshorterthan a few minutescorrespondingto acoustic
or evanescent waves. When both conditions (47) are satisfied, Xssis a good approximationto X and ,/is given by
Xss

T'

n(M)
:f3 -•

(40)

Xss[ksn(N2)+ A2] + iro

X=

iro + ksn(N2)+ A 2

reference
stateatmosphere
since[o• n(b1). From(27),and
2

A2

(48)
(49)

and r/is given by (48) with Xssreplacedby (49).
In the extremely short period acoustic limit to-->

1

J•(b
1---•
=/7(O---•
+{A2
+ksn(N2)}
•(M)

1

When only the second of conditions (47) is satisfied,

atmosphere is the same as the intensity scale height of the

for an isothermalatmosphereit follows that

H(M)

•/= (T--1) a(bl) (T_ 1)--f3

(In the isothermal
case,irof3= -fl + f2[•(M)]-l) ßThe
verticalscaleheightof the b I state in the background

1

(47)

The second condition is equivalent to the neglect of the loss

and the additional gravity wave polarization relation
n'(M)

I/1 << 1

(38)term (24) in the atomic oxygen continuity equation (33).

In writing (37) and (38) we have introduced the background
scale height
H =

There are two conditionsthat must be met for X given by
(42) to reduce to Xss, that is, for nonsteadystate chemistry
to be unimportant. Both a and/3 must satisfy

(41)

1

X --->1 + -- {(4 - 2y)(ksn(N2) + A2) - ksn(N2)}
iro

(50)

where we have assumedH(N2) = H(M).
Discussionof X and •q

Our discussionof X and r/is facilitated by rewriting the
combination of (37) and (38) as

I

H(M)

1

•/--)(y- 1) /•(b1) (• _ 1)--f3

(51)

and in the extremely long period gravity wave limit ro--> 0,
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Table 1. ParameterValues Employedin the Numerical Calculationsof X, */,
and •tœfor the O2 AtmosphericAirglow
Parameter

Numerical

T

H(M)

g
A2
kl

Value

Reference

204.3 K

March, 18øN at z = 75 km
Garcia and Solomon [1985]

6290 m

same as for T

9.579m s
0.083s-1
-1
4.7 X 10-45(300/•r')
2 m6 s

Deans et al. [1976]
Campbell and Gray [1973]

= 1.0 X 10-44 m 6 s
0.21 ti(M)
0.79

•(O2)
n(N2)

k5
k6

2.2 x 10-21m3 s-1
4 x 10-23m3 s-1

k•

k5+

a(O2)

Martin et al. [1976]
Martin et al. [1976]

k6

ti(N2)
m 2.21 x 10

3•H(M)

thissection.The quantityk• givenin thistableis a modified

k5n(N2)

quenching coefficient, which was defined to take into acX-• •(b1)q-(7- 1)[k5n(N2)
q-A2] (52)count
thequenching
of02(b1)byN2and02. It isrelated
to

k5n(N:)

the quenchingcoefficientfor N 2 alone(k5) and for 02 alone

H(M)

• • [ks•(N2)
+A:]+•(b•)(1+f3)

(k6) by k• = k5 + •(O2)k6hff(N2).
We foundthatk• differs
(53)from
k5 by less than one percent. Figure l a gives the

The approximationof the functionX by Xssis invalid only
when the period of the waves is near either the ve• sho•
acousticperiodsor the ve• long gravity wave periods.

altitude-dependentbasic state inverse scale heightsfor M =

0 2 + N2,atomic
oxygen,
andtheexcited
b1stateofO2(also
the referencestateintensityinversescaleheight).The b 1
state inverse scale height or intensity inverse scale height

Numerical

Evaluation

and Discussion

changes
signjustabove90 km while(•(O))-1 changes
sign
severalkilometers
higher.The signchanges
in (Jq(O))-1 and
(Jff(b1))-1 are of courseassociated
with the maximain the
altitudeprofilesof •(O) and ti(b1) (Figurelb). The basic
statescaleheightsof O andb 1 are negativeandhavelarge

of X, •, and •e

We now illustrate the theoretical developments of the
previoussectionsby numericallyevaluatingX, •, and •e for
the simplified O2 atmospheric airglow model already described.The undisturbedmodel atmosphereis taken to be magnitudesbelow the maximain the altitudeprofilesof ti(O)
that of Garcia and Solomon[1985] co•espondingto condi- andti(b1), corresponding
to therapidincrease
of •(O) and
tions at 18øN in March. The temperature, major gas scale •(b 1) withheightin thisregionof theatmosphere.
Accordheight, and accelerationof gravity in the reference state are
set to their values at a height of 75 km in the Garcia and
Solomon [1985] model atmosphere.Table 1 summarizesthe
values of parameters used in the numerical evaluations of

130

a

I

I

I

I

ingly,(•(O)) -1 and(•(bl)) -1 havesmallnegative
values
below the maxima in the number density altitude profiles.

Figure2 comparesaltitudeprofilesof X (from (42)) andXss
(from (46)) for periods of 1, 10, and 100 min and a horizontal

130
b

120 --

,

.

110-

100 90

-H-I(M)
........
H-I(o)

..... H-1
[02(blZg+)]

),,
./'

_----•[02(b1Zg)+]
":

...... 7..-.:.:-:'"

80

'! • _

ø-111111o_,
-........
..,,,
.....................
?

=======================================
.....
80 .
ß

-5x10
-3 -4x10
-3-3x10
-3 -2x10
-3 -103

H-l,m-1

o

lO3

701
I • • 1012
I , , 1017
I , , 1022
.
02• • 107
fi,m-3

Figure 1. (a) Altitude profilesof inversescaleheightfor M = O2 + N2 (solid), O (short dash), and the

b1stateofO2(longdash)
inthebackground
orreference
stateatmospheric
model
ofGarciaandSolomon
o
1
[1985]for March and 18 N. (b) Height profilesof ff for M, O, and b in the samemodelatmosphereas in

Figure la.
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b
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l
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_

l
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i

E 110-

100 --

_

"" 100 --

90-

<

80-

•-•----•
PERIOD
=1min
I

I

1.4

1.6

70
1.2

90-

PERIOD
=100
rain,
ZSS
t

PERIOD = 10 min

80-

I

I

1.8

2.0

70
-25

2.2

_

PERIOD
=100
min
......................
....

10 min

....... 1 min
I

I

I

I

-20

-15

-10

-5

Izl

o

PHASEOFZ, deg

Figure 2. (a) Amplitude of X and Xssand (b) phaseof X versusheight for the 02 atmosphericairglow for
a horizontal wavelength of 100 km and periods of 1 (dotted), 10 (dashed), and 100 (solid) min. The value

Xssis a realnumberandis independent
of period.At a periodof 100min, Ix is essentially
identicalto Xss.
wavelengthof 100 km. At a period of 100 min,

is

3a) and phase (Figure 3b) of •/as given by (43) for periods of
1, 10, and 100 min and for a horizontal wavelengthof 100 km.
is nearly 0ø(Figure 2b). At the shorter period of 10 rain there Unlike X, •/varies strongly in both amplitude and phase as a
is a clear differencebetween IxI and Xss at altitudes function of height. The large variations in •/versus height
above about 95 km; in addition, the phase of X is nonzero, reflect directly the changes in altitude of the inverse scale
decreasingfrom about 0ø at a height of about 75 km to about heightof the b • state(see(43)for the dependence
of •/on
-4 ø at altitudes above about 110 km. At a period of 1 min, (•(b •))-•). Thepeakin I•/justbelowabout80kmaltitude

essentiallyidentical to Xss (Figure 2a) and the phase of X

IxI is very differentfrom Xssaboveabout80 kin; at the (Figure3a)reflectsthe sharpminimum
in (•(b •))-• at this
highestaltitudesin Figure2a, IxI is only about70% of Xss. height(Figure 1a). The dramatic changein the phaseof •/just

The phase of X is also very different from 0ø at a period of 1
min; at altitudes above about 110 km the phase of X is
approximately -22 ø.
In general, X varies significantlywith altitude (Figure 2).
The magnitudeof X increasesmonotonicallywith height and
approaches a value independent of height at large altitudes.
The phase of X decreasesmonotonicallywith height and also
approaches a constant negative value high in the model
atmosphere. When the integrals in (11) are not too sensiveto
the local values of X, the constantX formula (13) can be used
with a representative value of X for the emission layer to
provide a good approximation to (11) [Tarasick and Shepherd, 1992a, b]. The integrals in (11) become sensitive to the
local values of X when V ß v varies rapidly through the
emissionlayer and results in strong destructive interference
between emission fluctuations coming from different heights
with different X weightings.
Figure 3 shows altitude profiles of the amplitude (Figure

130 •
,

120

I

I

I

I

I

PERIOD = 100 min

-•

below about 100 km altitude (Figure 3b) reflects the change
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Figure 4. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase of the vertically integrated Krassovsky ratio •/œ for the 02
atmosphericairglow as a function of period using X or ,/ (solid) and Xss (dashed). The horizontal
wavelength is 100 km.

Minor Constituent Scale Heights
and OH Nightglow

To examine the dependenceof ,/œ on H(O), we parameterize the altitude profile of atomic oxygen concentration so
that the bottomside scale height can be controlled through a
single parameter. Varying H(O) does not affect the basicWe apply the theory of gravity wave induced fluctuations
state emissionprofile in these calculations. The parameterin airglow to the emissions of excited OH* in order to
ization is adjusted to give a good fit overall to the nightside
explore the effects of minor constituent scale heights on
profile of O given by Winick [1983]. The bottomside scale
Krassovsky's ratio. Tarasick and Hines [ 1990, p. 1110] have
noted that "the concentrationgradientfor the reactive species height for the Winick [1983] model is 0.75 km. We varied the
[does not] appear anywhere in their development,"... "a scale height about this value by a factor of 3 to give scale
significant difference from the work of authors who have heights of 0.25 and 2.25 km, in addition to the nominal value
used a thin-layer, rather than a vertically integrated model of 0.75 km. Other basic state quantities are the same as those
(Walterscheid et al., 1987; Frederick, 1979)." Vertical dis- used by Schubert et al. [1991].
Figure 5a showsthe resultsfor the amplitudeof ,/œversus
placement can effect emissionsby the dilation and contraction of airglow layers [Hines and Tarasick, 1987] and by period for the three different choices of O scale height and
perturbing chemical production and loss. The nonappear- for a horizontal wavelength of 1000 km. To simplify the
ance of concentration gradients in the formulation of Hines application of the theoretical formulas, the calculations are
and Tarasick [1987] refers to the fact that integrated wave- performed for an isothermal atmospherewithout dissipation.
driven fluctuations that are caused by dilation and contrac- The dependenceon H(O) is quite pronounced. Peak values

tion aloneassumethe form (• dw/dz) (see(8)). The depen- of

rangeover2 ordersof magnitude
as -a(O) varies

dence explored here and in the work by Walterscheid et al.
[1987] originates in wave-disturbed chemical production.

between 0.25 and 2.25 kin. The greatest differences occur at
longer wave periods where strong interference effects are

Dependenceof •IE on O Scale Height

to increase as the magnitude of H(O) is decreased. At
shorter periods the curves for -H(O) = 0.75 and 2.25 km

Walterscheid et al. [1987] considered the effects of wave-

driven fluctuations in the OH nightglow emitted from an
infinitesimal layer of the emission region. The nightglow
arisesfrom the radiative decay of excited OH* produced by
the reaction 03 + H --• OH* + 02. They found that the
vertical advection of atomic oxygen exerts a strong control
on the single-level ,/, an effect manifest in terms of a
sensitivityof ,/to the atomic oxygen scale heightH(O). The
sensitivity of ,/ to the O scale height is a result of 03
productionrelated to O transportvia the reaction O + O2 +
M --• 03 + M. The smallerthe O scaleheightthe greaterthe
O perturbation for a given vertical velocity. We will show
here that ,/œ also dependson H(O) thoughthat dependence
is different from the dependence of the single-level ,/ on
H(O). The influenceof H(O) on ,/œarisesbecausethe effects
of positive and negative perturbationsof O on 03 do not
cancel along the line of sight through an extended emission
region. Ozone productiondependson the product of O, 02,
and M, and a given perturbation of O has a different effect on
03 production depending on the specific altitude of the
perturbation.

evident.At theseperiodsthereis a generaltendencyfor ],/El

crossso that [•/œ]first increasesand then decreases
with
increasing scale height. Figure 5b shows the corresponding
phases. The differencesin the phase of */E due to different
atomic oxygen scale heights are not dramatic until interference effects become dominant at long periods. At gravity
wave periods near evanescence(where the curves terminate)
there is a tendency for the phaseto increasewith decreasing
magnitude of H(O).
The results agree with the single-level results in showing a
dependenceof T/Eon atomic oxygen scaleheight. However,
the results of the present calculations for ,/œ are substantially different from those for ,/. The single-level results of
Walterscheid et al. [ 1987] do not exhibit interference effects.

The single-level results show a systematic increase in the
amplitude of Krassovsky's ratio with decreasingmagnitude
of H(O) and a systematic increase of phase with increasing
magnitude of H(O). Where interference effects are not
dominantin the presentcalculationsthese systematicdependenciesare not seen. In fact, the dependenceof the phaseof

,/œ (Figure 5b) on atomic oxygen scale height is reversed.
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Figure 5. (a) Amplitude and (b) phaseof r/œversusperiod for OH airglow fluctuationsfor three different
values of the basic-state atomic oxygen scale height and for a horizontal wavelength of 1000 km. The
calculations are for an isothermal atmospherewithout dissipation.

The differencesin the present extended layer results and the
single level results are due to interference effects, especially
at longer periods, and also to the fact that the perturbing
effects of O advection compete with other perturbing effects
of dynamics including the vertical advection of other species, notably, 03. This competitiondictatesin a complicated
way how I' and T} vary over the emissionlayer.
We have not changed the basic-state profiles of other
constituents,especially03, in responseto the changesin the
basic-state O profile associatedwith the scale heights that
depart from the Winick [ 1983] model. While self-consistency
argues that this be done, we believe that such modifications
to the basic state will not alter the conclusion that
depends on O scale height. The vertical advection of minor
constituents can affect perturbed production minus loss
when the vertical advection of basic-stateproduction minus
loss P - L is nonzero. In steady state, nonzero P - L is
maintained by vertical diffusion. Calculationsbased on Winick [1983] not reported here (see also Schubert and Walterscheid [1988] and Allen et al. [1984]) show that the vertical
gradient of P - L can be significant below --•85 km.
Variations in H(O) should alter the vertical gradient of
P - L. When r/œis sensitiveto H(O), practical application
of the theory would obviously benefit from measurementsof
the altitude profile of atomic oxygen. However, if the O scale
height is unknown, the theory can be used to estimate it by
varying the scale height until model predictionsfor r/œagree
with measured values, assuming that the other parameters
required for interpretation of model results are also known.
Discussion

The basic result of this paper is that the formulas for
for ground-based airglow observations developed by Tarasick and Hines [1990] and Schubert et al. [1991] are equivalent for the case of an inviscid atmosphere.The demonstration of this fact is considered

nontrivial

since the numerical

integrations required to evaluate (11) have not been extensive with one exception when quantities such as X vary with
height [Tarasick and Shepherd, 1992a, b]. Hines and Tarasick [ 1987] have asserted that their results could be obtained

from a linearized Eulerian approach through integration by
parts, but details of this demonstration were not provided.
Though agreement between the two theories has been
demonstrated for an inviscid atmosphere, it is nonetheless
essential

to include

viscous

and

thermal

diffusion

for

a

realisticevaluationof ,/œfor airglow emissionsoriginatingat
mesosphericheights and above [Hickey, 1988a, b; Schubert
et al., 1991]. The theory of Tarasick and Hines [1990],
representedby (11) in this paper, is presently limited by its
neglect of these diffusive properties for waves with short
vertical wavelengths.
Conclusions

We have compared theories for gravity wave induced
fluctuations in the intensity and associated temperature
variations of airglow emissions. The theories consideredare
the Eulerian formalism of Schubert et al. [1991] and the
modified Lagrangian formalism of Hines and Tarasick [ 1987]
and Tarasick and Hines [1990]. We applied both theories to

the analysisof 02 atmosphericairglowfluctuations[Tarasick
and Shepherd, 1992a]. Finally, we clarified the effects of
minor constituentscaleheightson vertically integratedemissionswhen vertical displacementperturbs chemicalproduction. Our major findings are
1. The formulasfor r/œby Tarasick and Hines [1990]and
Schubert et al. [1991] are in agreement for ground-based
observation and an inviscid atmosphere.

2. The calculationof r/œusingthe theory of Tarasickand
Hines [1990] requires determination of their function X; we
showthat X is simplyrelatedto the single-levelKrassovsky's
ratio r/of Schubertet al. [1991].
3. The generalrelationshipbetween X and r/is appliedto
a simple chemical-dynamicalmodel of the 02 atmospheric
airglow and the altitude dependenceof X and r/is evaluated
for different periods. The assumptionof steady state chemistry is found to be very good at gravity wave periodsbut not
at acousticperiods •<1 min.
4. The Tarasick and Hines [1990] formula for r/œdoes
not explicitly depend on the scale heights of the minor
constituentsinvolved in airglow chemistry. However, the
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formula for •/œimplicitly dependsupon these scale heights speed [Hecht and Walterscheid, 1991]. The implications of
trough X when vertical displacementperturbschemicalpro- mean winds for model results have been dealt with by
duction minus loss. Model calculationsfor the OH nightglow

Schubert and Walterscheid [1988]. Since the focus of the

show that •/œdependson atomic oxygen scaleheight.

present paper is a comparisonof theories and not interpretation of specificdata sets, this aspect of the general problem
is not addressedin the present paper.

Appendix: Polarization Factors
For an isothermal inviscid atmosphere/z and v are given
by
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